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Grade 12 Computer Hardware Assignment 
 

 

Brief  
Computers are built using several components connected together: 

CPU, memory, storage, graphics cards, screen, etc. 

 
Each of these components uses technologies that are continually being updated and improved. 
 

Task 
 

1. Choose 3 components used to build a PC (check the suitability of your choices with Mr. Bawa) 

For each component explain the following:  

- what the component does in the computer with examples  

- the history of the component and the people/companies involved  

- technologies and scientific principles involved using diagrams and images  

- new cutting edge innovations and how it has changed the use of the component  

 
The format of your explanation is a formal report (preferably in Microsoft Word or a 
similar program) 

 

 

Notes  
 Show Mr Bawa your work regularly to check you are on the right track. 

 NO COPY / PASTE - only work written by you will be assessed. 

 This assignment is designed to see what you know and how well you can do research. 
 
 
 
 

Deadline  
The final deadline:  There is no due date just yet.  TBA 



Assessment    Name ___________________________________ 

       
Title R (0 – 50%) 1 (50 – 59%) 2 (60 – 69%)  3 (70 – 79%) 4 (80 – 100%) 

       

Knowledge and Understanding  very limited or no  brief explanation of  explanation of what the   good explanation of what  thorough explanation of what the 
(What component does) explanation of the what the component components does  the component does component does 
 student explains in detail the use of components use does  explanation of one   explanation of how/where  explanation of how the component is 

the component in a modern   product that uses the  the component is used in currently used in multiple devices to aid 
computer.   component  society society, 

 actual product examples used in      e.g. flash memory – SD cards, USB, SSD, 
explanation.      MP3 players 

Knowledge and Understanding  very limited or no  brief explanation of  explanation of the   good explanation of the  thorough explanation of the component’s 
(History) explanation of the the component’s component’s history  component’s history history, including why it was invented 
 students explain the history of the history of the history  timeline of components   timeline of the components  timeline of component showing important 

components showing how it has component  life  life showing important dates dates and technological milestones in the 
been improved over time      limited explanation of history of the component 

 including backgrounds to the     company/people involved  review of the company and/or the people 
people and companies involved      involved, including background histories 

      and other relevant discoveries/inventions 
Knowledge and Understanding  very limited or no  brief review of the  explanation of the   good explanation of the  thorough explanation of the technologies 
(Technologies & Scientific principles) explanation of the technologies and technologies and  technologies and principles and principles involved 
 basic principles used in the original scientific principles principles involved in principles involved in  involved  sub systems are explained before expanding 

product are explained in depth behind the the component the component   good explanation of how into the full component (e.g. DRAM - 
using diagrams and images. component   basic explanation of  they are used in the explain one memory cell then a grid of cells) 

   how they are used in  component  comprehensive review of related theory 
   the component   some of the related theory needed to support the explanation. e.g. 
     needed to support the DRAM - explain DDR, speed, capacitance, 
     explanation are reviewed leakage current 

Knowledge and Understanding  very limited or no  brief review of  explanation of recent   good explanation of recent  thorough explanation of the latest 
(New innovations ) explanation of new current innovations. innovations  innovations innovations placed into a recent timeline 
 latest updates to the component innovations   limited predictions   predictions made about the  thoughtful predictions made about the 

are explained, including cutting   made about the future  future of the component future of the component 
edge innovations that are expected   of the component   timeline of innovations used  innovations linked to the history of 
to be used in future products not     in explanation component 
yet available.       detailed explanation of how the innovations 

      will change the use/life of the component 
Communication  documentation  basic document  document formatting   document formatting used  document formatting used correctly 
 students produce a professional formatting formatting used (e.g. used correctly (e.g.  correctly (e.g. styles, fonts,  relevant images and diagrams are placed 

document using correct formatting conventions not used styles, fonts, font styles, fonts, font sizes,  font sizes, etc) into document in a meaningful manner and 
and page layout. Images are (e.g. styles, fonts, sizes, etc) etc)   images and diagrams are are labelled correctly and logically 
labelled. font sizes, etc)  images in document  images used are  relevant and placed into the  sections are correctly titled and formatted 

 student uses diagrams and images  no images in  relevant  document in a meaningful  professional layout of document throughout 
directly in their explanations document    manner  

      sections are correctly titled  
     and formatted  

Thinking (Research)  Sources of  Only one source of  Only two or three   Only two or three  Multiple sources used 
 Students use multiple sources of information not information used information sources  information sources used  All sources are credible 

information and list the sources in a listed  used   Sources are credible  Correctly formatted bibliography created 
bibliography.       

        



 


